
MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBER\VOLFACH

Tag u n 9 s b e r ich t

KAT EGO R I E N

8. bis 14 .7. 1979

29/1979

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn J.W. Gray (Urbana, 111.)

und Herrn. H. Schubert (Düsseldorf) statt. Referiert wurde unter

anderem über folgende Forschungsschwerpunkte: Elementare Topoi,

A-lgebraische Geometrie, .Synthet-±sche Differentialgeomet-rie, Homo

topietheorie, Kategorielle Topologie und 2-Kategorien.

Vortragsauszüge

B. BANASCHEWSKI:

Injectivity ~nd Modelling in the Blass Topos

T~e Blass topos m 1s det ined as follows: Let G be the addi tive

group of 1nteger-valued functions on an uncountable set I, Z(E)

the subgroup of all s in G such that 5 IE = 0, and cal1 a sub

group H of G large (exorbitant) 1ff H.2 Z (E) for some countable

(finite) set E. The objects of ]ß are then the H-sets A ~or

which H 15 exorbitant, each F(a)={s)sEH, sa=a} 1s exorbitant,

and n F (a) 1s large. H is also called the operator group GA of

A. The maps of ]B are given by the maps h from the underlylng"

set of A to that of B for which. the group of all s E GA n GB
with h (aa) = sh (a) 15 exorbi tant.
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m is Boolean wi th NNO and 1 as generator; i t was described by

A. Blass who showed there are no non-zero injective abelian groups

in lB.

We prove: When modelied. in m, there are no non-trivial injectives

for the following nations: (1) modules over any ring, (2) Boolean

algebras, (3) .distributive lattices, but there are enough injectives

for (4) partially ordered sets, (5) semilattices, (6) norrned spaces.

M. BARR:

G-sets and Classical Galois Theory

The categary of homogeneous G-sets for· a prof ini te group G i.s

- characterized'b~ the following properties:

( i) Every morphism 15 a regular ep1morphism;

( 11) Given two maps B~ A <E-- C, there 1s a cornmutative. square

(iii) There i5 a terminal object;

e (iv) For any object A. there is an integer R (A) such that for

any object B there are objects Cl' ... ,Cn such that

. n:s R(A) and pairs of maps. A.- Ci ----+- B which are universal

in the sense that for any A +-- C~ B 31 i & 31 C~ Ci

such that

cormnutes;

( v) There are coequalizers and they commute with the "multiproducts"

descrlbed in (iv).
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Classical Galois theory and several modern analogues can be .

deduced as applications.

R. BÖRGER:.

LocallY Coreflective Hulls

_ Let X be a ·category with coorthogonal (E,M) -factorizations of

co-cones. A fu~l subcategory ~c:..-. ~ is called locally M-coref.lec

tive, iff. for each. X e: Ob (~) there i5 a family (u i : Ai· ... X) 1EI '

wh~re . Ai E Ob (~) for all. i E: I, such that for each f: B ... X with

BEOb(~) thereisauniquepair (i,h) with iEI, h:.B-+Ai ,

uih= f .• Then a subcategory of ~C! 1s locally coreflective, 1ff

A is closed~··under·the ··formation of connected E-cocones. Another
. .

description can be given by a Galois correspondence, which 15 a

general!zation' of.a cor.respondence given by Maranda. Finally, we

investigate locally M-coreflective subcategories, which are closed

under certain types of limits.·

r. BORCEUX:

Localizations of Monadic Categories

e An algebraic site .is a 4-uple (Il ,.y , ~ ,7;) where e is a category,

y. is a monad on r ~ i5 a family of generators in t and 7 is

a topology in the following sense: 7 consists in given, for any

G E~, a set of ~'coveringn subalgebras of the free algebra 'rG on

G such that

(1) TG covers TG

(2) if f: TG I --+'I'G and A covers ~G, then f-1 (A) covers TG I

(3) if A covers TG

image along any

TG •

and B >---+ TG

YG' ---+A~ 'I'G

1s a monomorphism whose inverse

covers 'l'G 1, then B covers
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The main theorem asserts that when f = Sets, T is a comrnutative

monad with finite rank and '§. = {1}, then the topologies 'l as

just defined correspond exactly to the full reflexive subca~egories

of Sets~ whose reflexion 1s exact (such subcategories are called·

localizations of Sets~).

&. BOURN:

Theorie dela forme et distributeurs

(un'traval1 commun· avec·J.M~ Cordier)

La netion· de forme a ..ete introdui te par Borsuk dans l' etude des

proprletes d'homotopie des metriques compacts. Le principe est de

travailler Bur une cat~90rle d'approximation. Differentes etudes

cateqoriques ont ete fai~es: Holstinski, puis Bacon ant donn~ des

descriptioDS axlomatiques'- Nous montrons que ces descriptions

s'expriment tres stmplement au moyen des.distributeurs de Be~abou

et slqnifient exactement que la categorie forme est la categorle

de Kleisl! dlune certalne promenade de codenslte. Dlautres auteurs

(Seqal, Marde;·1'c,· ....MOrlta., .~.) ent une approc~e ci la Cech,. utilisant

les SY8t~~S inverses. En falt les systemes· inverses assoc1es de

.Morita sont des carres partieuliers dans les distributeurs qui '

permettent de retrouver tres facilement sa des~ription par les

procat~90rleB.Cepoint de vue montre en particul1er que tout

~xtenBion de Xantransforme un systeme inverse associe en une I1mitf~l
..... "...:f

S. BREITSPRECHER :

Remarks on Desintegration

It i9 shown how the sheaf theoretic approach to measure theory

described in the Proceedings of the Durham Symposium leads to an

understanding of desintegration.
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G.C.L. BRUMMER:

On Complete Objects in Concrete Categories

In fair -generality, a concrete .category A over an (~,~)-category

X has at most one rigid epireflective subcategory. The objects of

such subcategory we shall call complete objects of ~. For example,

the co~plete objects among the Hausdorff uniform spaces are precisely

the cornplete spaces in the f ami·11ar sense due to Cauchy. Among the

To-topological space~, the cornplete objects are the sober spaces

(R.-E.Hoffmann). In sorne generality, the completion functor applied

to a structuring functor 1s associated with a generalized compactifi

cation in a category between A and ~ (e.g. Stone-Cech, Hewitt

Nachbin, or Dieudonne reflections). The generalized-compactification

monad need not be .idempotent (e.g. in Top there is one which fixes

the noetherian sober spaces). A result on Ioeales due to H. Simmons

will be mentloned.

Financial support fram the South African es IR and the University of
Cape Town i5 acknawledged.

M. BUNGE:

Morita Eguivarence for Category Objects in a Topos

In 1974, Lawvere .conjectured the following form of a Morita

equivalence for internal categor ies f, D in a topos ~: C and

D are Morita equivalent if and only if the closures of C and of

Dunder splitting idempotents have equivalent stack (or .. champ" )

cornpletions. This conjeeture has been established.

As 1n the weIl known proof of the same fact for ~ the topos of

sets (SGA 4), here too the fibered or S-indexed.category of
-- - - 0

~-essential points of the functor category ~ f (ar topos cf

interna1 presheaves) plays the same role. One shows that the con

struction of the closure under spli tting idempotents ~ ~! takes

place in catjL, and that·there is a weak equivalence functor (as

def1ned 1n M. Bunge and R. Pare, "Stacks and equivalences for indexed

categories", to appear in the Cahiers de Topologie et Geometrie
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Differentielle, Vol. XX, 1979) from ~ to Pointess (~~o) and

that the latter is a stack over ~.

The subject of "this talk will appear under the titl~ "Essential

Points and Stack Completions" in the same volume mentioned above.

e. BUNGE:

Sheaves and PrLme Model Extensions

In the context of M. Bunge and G•.Reyes, n·Boolean Spectra and

Model Completlons n (to appear), further applications to Algebra

through Model Theory are presented here: These are:

(1) By extending the Peirce representation to differential regular

rings of cha~acteristic 0 and to differentially perfect differ

ential regular rings of characteristic p (p *0) one öbtains

that the theories of such rings have model completions.

(2) By establishing a transfer theorem for prime model extensions,

one obtains results of van der Driess and of Lipshitz which

prove the existence of an (atomless, and an invariant) real

closure of any commutative regular f-ring. Such have applications

to an Artin-Schreier theory for commutative regular f-rings.

The key to this application lies in the fact (first remarked by

~ Joyal) that there 15 a constructive way of getting the real .

closure of an orde~ed field. In the special case of Grothendieck

topases (which are enough for the above rnentioned application) ,

an alternative (and quite general in the sense of the theories)

eonstruction is given here: one needs to be given a geometrie

theory with the property that its models have definable prime model

extensions with respect to the models of a positively model cornplete

geometrie quotient.
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P. CHERENACK:

Limits and Co!imits in an Extension of Affine Schemes

Having Interna! Hom-functors

Let Aff denot"e the.categOI:y of affine schemes of countable type

over a field k. By taking the inductive limit of certain arrows

in Aff within the category of ringed spaces one obtains ind-Aff

an extension of Aff. Basic properties of the objects and arrows

~ in ind-Aff are derived. Countable'limits and coequalizers'are

shown to exist in. ind-Aff. These results prelude a more natural

and simpler proo~ that .ind-Aff 1s Cartesian closed.

M.-F. COSTE-ROY:

The Real Etale Spectrum of aReal Algebraic Variety

Let V be"a real 'algebraic variety arid lR [V] its ring of coordi

nates.

1. The case of a cUrve

specRet (Ja [V]) contains two sorts of elements: real points" of V

and total orders on the field of rational fractions on V, that

is half real branches of the curve. Any closed subset containing

an half" bf~nch' 'c~~tered at a contains a.

2. The case of ~n algebraic variety

"The geometrical meanit:lg of t~e elements of specRet (Ja [V]) is

not so clear but we have nevertheless the following results.

Proposition: V equipped with the euclidian topology 18 a dense

subset of SpecRet (JR [V]) ...

Theorem: specRet:(:IR [V]) . is locally connected I has a f ini te number

of, connected components whose "restrictions to V are the connected

components of V.
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The first part of this result extends to real etale spectra of

varieties over rea~ closed fields which have no good topological

properties (for example"the field of real algebraic numbers).

M. COSTE:

• Spectra in Real Algebralc.·Geometry .

We study real analogues to the Zariski spec'trum and to the +etale

spectrum of a ring~ The real Zariskl spectrum 1s just the Zarisk~

spectrum restricted to real prime ideals.' The re~l etale spectrum

was introduced by G•.Wraith who conjectur'ed that it should be a

ringed.space which in the case of the coordinate ring of a.real

affine algebraic variety should contain this variety with its

euclidian topology and equipped with its ring of Nash functions.

We associate to any ring' A a .space SpecRetA whichwould be

the base space of the rea~ etale spectrum if it were spatiali its

points are, couples of a real pr~e ideal and of an ordering of

the residue fleld. We'prove that the real etale spectrum of A

18 actually a sheaf over ~pecRetA when ~A i5 a field or

A = JA. [r] where ·r i8 a. curve.

Refer~nces:

e·
M.F. Coste, M. Coste: ,Topoloqies for o'real.a.lgebraic "geometrYi

in ~opos' theoret1c methods 1n geometry

A. Kock. ed., Aarhus Universitet.

·M.F.Coste-~, M.Coste: Spectre de "Zar1ski et spectre etale:

du cas classique au cas reel,
:--~~:"-~.. ;"' -

Universite Catholique de Louvain.
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Y. DIERS:

Multimonads and t-tultimonadie Categories

We extend the results of the theory of monads (= .triples) a~d appIy

thern to new situations: Ioeal rings, fields, inner spaees, loeally

compact spaees, loeally compact groups, complete ordered sets, etc ....

We use the nation of multiadjunetion. Any fu~ctor U: ~ --+ m which

has a left multiadjoint generates a multimonad on m and we charac

terize the categories ~ which can be reconstructed by this multi-

tIt monad and which are called multimonadic. These categories are

naturally equipped with a comonad so we get standard resolutions in

the homological sense. The multimonadic categories on Set ean be

characterized in the following way: they are regular; they have

connected limits, coequalizers of coequalizable pairs, andeffeetive

equivalence relations; the forgetful functor preserves coequalizers

of equivalence relations and reflects the isornorphisrns: but 'they

need not have products. An alternative description can be given

in terms of multiequational theories.

Y. DIERS:

An Existenee Theorem for Üniversal Sheaves

Let u: ~--+ m be a functor. Conditions are given under which

any object B of m generates a topological spac~ Specu(B) which

is the spectrum of B with respect to U and generates a sheaf Fa

on Spee
U

(B) with values in JB and stalks in IA, which is uni

versal among the sheaves on topological spaces with values in E

and stalks in A which are under B. A construction of SpecUB

and F B is given. The eategory of sheaves on topolog'ical spaees

wi th values in ::IB and stalks in ~ is monadic and algebraie

on the category of sheaves with values in m. Classical spectra

are obtained in this way with their spectral topology and equipped

with their cananical sheaf, particularly all sarts of spectra of

all sorts of rings. But new spectra arise. Anexample of such conditions:
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1s complete and cocomplete.

2) Presheaves in m generate sheaves in Ja.

3) U is relatively full and faithful.

4) U lifts finitely proper morphisms.

5) U satisfies the solution set condition.

E.J. DUBUC:

co
C -Schemes

C~-schemes fill the g~p between our geometrie intuition of space

described by the axioms of synthetic differential geometry and the

model constructed by Grothendieek by rneans of his concept of

seherne. The~ also show how the geometrical objects classically

described as smooth manif~lds live naturally in a mOdel for these

axioms.

Dei. 1: We call am-algebra a C~-ring if it has all n-ary smooth

operations. The free C~-ri~g on n-generators 1s then C~(mn).

Dei. 2: An ideal I c C
OO

(~n) 1s of loeal character if for any open

se.t U c]Rn and function F E C~(U), F E r lu iff there exists an op~n

covering UacU such that FIUaEI.Il!a (where r ,U indicates' the

ideal generated by the restrictions of functions' of I).

··e
Given a CCI)-ring A =C~ (lRn )/I' let

defined by: spec
A

(U) = CooCU) 11 lu .
{al outside- the closed set Me lR.n

Spec
A

the pre-sheaf over JR ..~_/'

The stalks of SpecA are all

M= {xlh(x) 0 V h€ I}, so

that Spe~A 1s actually a pre-sheaf on M.

Theorem 1: Ali"finitely generated ideals are of Iocal character.

Theorem 2: If I 1s of Ioeal character, spec
A

1s a sheaf. _

Theorem 3: Spec 15 a contravariant full and falthful functor

~O~--+(Coo-ringed spaces), where ~ i5 the category of all finitely

generated eGO-rings defined by an ideal of local character.
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A basic C -scheme is a C~-ringed space isomorphie to Spec
A

A in ~. General C=-schemes are then defined in the stand

ard way, by patching together basic C=-schemes i~' th~ category of

C=-ringed spaces.

1

I1
.....

Def. 3 :

for some

We rernark that the constructian of

by cansidering the set of morphisms

utilizing localization techniques.

Spec
A

can be done intrinsically,

A ~:lR as base space, and

J. DUSKIN:

Torsors· in Non-abelian Cohomology of a Topos

.-

Let JE be a topos and G a group object in JE. In response to

a question of S. MacLane and after som~ key observations of P. John

stone we make the following Definition: By ~a bouguet tied by G

(ar simply aG-bouquet) we shall mean a groupoid object <; of JE

which has the followihg ptoperties': (a) G is linon empty" I i.e.

Ob(S) ----+ 1 iso epic; (b) G is co~nec·ted, i.e. Ar(G)<S,T=;'Ob(G)x.Ob(b)

15 epic; (e) G' has G ~ i ts group of loops, i. e. the subgroupoid

of automorphisms of ES 1s isomorphie to Ob (G') x G: an.d (d) G 1s

tied EY G, i. e. the canonical action o·~ (5 on G (induced via the

isomorphism in (c) by the aetion of ~ .on its subgroupoid of auto-'

morphisms) ~actors through the group Int(G) of inner automorphisms

of G. As morphisms of G-bouquets we take fully faithful, essentially

epimorphie functor s which preserve the action on G, i .. e . ( equ ivar i

ant) weak eguivalences. The resulting category we denote by ~ 2 (lEiG) :

its class of connected components by H
2

(lE; G). Note that the group

G is obviously a G-bouguet and that every G-bouquet is locally:weakly

equivalent to G. We point the set H2 (lE ; G) by the class of G

and call the resulting pointed set the second cohomology set of lE

w1th coefficients in G. We have the following results:

Thm.1: (Computability by hypercovering~ if E

Let Int 1
(G) be the groupoid in ~(:IE)

the crossed module int: G~ Tnt (G) ,

i5 Grothendieck)

which corresponds to

then
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_--2 Cl - 1 Cf 1 im . - 1
Ir (E,G) ---. 'IORS[E;W(Int (G»] ~H. € Hyper~in;Js cf E sunpl[ H. IW(Int (G»]

(homotopy classes).

If G is abelian, then H2(lE,G)~TORS[lEiK(G,2)J

(~Ext2(~,G) if lE has N.N.O.)

If E is spacial on .a paracompact space X, then
2 2 ~t

H (E; G) -.. Hoedecker (Xi crossed gp. G---+lnt (G)')

Let '~A~ B~ C -+ 1 be an exact sequence of groups in lE

and define H~ (E;A) exactly as H2 (EiA) except for the

replacement of condition Cd) by the requirement that the

groupoid act on A. via the inner automorphisms of the

group B. Now let T be a C-torsor (E TORS' (E;e) = H' (IE,e»

arid define 3(T) to be that B-object which·is obtained by

restr1ct1on of the epimorph1sm p. It 1s easily seen that

a(Tl : T "B rest~ T 1s a groupo1d and 1s 1n 2 ~(E;A) More-
." pr. . '

over, using' thl.s, ~~ppin9 and the mappin9s induced by i and p,

one obtainB-anl~ sequence -af g~oups and pointed sets

l-..r (A)~r (B) --+r.(c) ..l... H1 (A) --.H1 (8) --.H1 (C) --+~ (A) --Hf (8) --.H2 (C)

which·extends the classical sequence (and thus repairs the

gap in Giraud's theory).

Thm. 4:

'.

If E 18 a Grothendieck topos, then 2 QIl 2·
H (EiG) --+ HGiraud(EiG) •

M. P.;- FOURMAN:

Classical Models for Set Theory
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J.W. GRAY:

Replacement Schemes for Homotopy Limits

In practice, homotopy limits and colimits are calculated by the

so called lIreplacement sche"mes" which say, for a functor

R : !. ----iJIo K Sets
60P

, that polim R = Tot n*R and holi~R= DiagU.R •

The purpose of the present talk is to describe a general closed

category setting in which all of these nations can be described and

where there i5 a general theorem which specializes to the replace

ment schemes. This setting is a closed category V and a closed

category structure [[~,y]] on the y-functor category [A,V) such

that ;-im: [~,y] -----. y i5 a closed functor with ~.[[~,y]]= {~,y]

The replacement schemes become special cases of a general result

about iterated mean tensor and cotensor products of the form

{p (:l,{Q(:,·),RC·)}} = {P(:)*Q(:,·),R(·») modified by the inclusion

of a change of closed categories.

G. GREVE:

Construction of Inner Homfunctors in Topolagy

Take T: f. ---iJo Set ta be a topological functor allowing only one

structure on the one element set.

There i5 a surjective functor fram the lattice of all subcategories

of the pullback of (~(O,C) ,T) to the lattice of all inner hom

functors of C.

Every partial unitary homfunctor h: AOP x C~ C, A< C I with

an associative left adjoint can be extended to a rnonoidal closed

structure on C .

There 15 a proper class of manoidal closed structures in Top.:

- - -~- - ----~-----~-
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R. GUITART:

Carres Exacts

On introduit un calcul de carres exacts dans une 2-categorie, .

etendant aussi bien celui des suites exacts et carres exacts dans

Ab que celui des adjonctions, extensions absolues et distributeurs

dans Cat. En pa~ticulier cela englobe les calculs connus d l objets

commas, d'objets co-commas, d'extensions de Ran ponctuelles. On

~caracterise aussi les carres exacts dans Ens, dans Groupes.

Des applications aux categories avec modele~ ä,la Categorical Shape

Theory, aux extensions de Kan de Theories cohomologiques sont donnees.

Cela doit paraitre dans les Annales des Sciences Mathematiques du

Quebec, en deux qrticles (l'un par Guitart, l'autre par.Van den Bril).

R. GUITART:

Tenseurs et Machines

On montre que si (P,D) est une monade mono1dale coherente sur

(K,~) categorie mono~dale, et si KP est a conoyaux alors i1
A lP lP A

existe une structure monoidaleo e sur K teIle que . (K ,e) =
(K,ei) (lP,D) (= objet d'Eilenberg-Moore de (lP,D». Si de plus

_ (K ,&) est .symetrique et fermee a noyaux, et si (lP ,D) est _

• symetrique alors KlP - fermee d' ap~es Kock - est ~n fait monoi:.dale:..._.....

ferrnee si de plus encore (K,el est a somrnes denombrables, ä
conoyaux, ä images regulieres, et si Pest reguliere, "alors KP

liest aussi. Par suite les resultats de Ehrig et al. sur l'observabi

lite et la minlmisation des automates (au machines) s'appliquent
lP 1\ .

dans (K,8). En explicitant on obtient alors automatiquement les

criteres d l observabilite et minimisation des automates lP-flous.'

Cela doitparaitre dans Cahier Top. Geo. Diff. XX, 3 (1979).
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R. HARTING:

Injective Abelian Group Objects in a Topos

The problem of the existence of enough injective abelian group

objects in'an elementary topos with NNO, leads to the construction

of.an internal coproduct of a family of group objects, i.e. the

following theorem: For any topos 't with NNO, x· : Ab(E)---iI>Ab(~fX)

has a left adjoint ~x which preserves monos and is faithful.

This theorem has among others the following consequences:

( i) If Ab (~) has enough injectives then so does Ab (E~) ,

for any internal category C in ~

(11) Injectivity of abelian group·objects is preserved by Pull

back-functors.

(iii) IIAll internal nations of injectivity in Ab(E) are

equivalent. 1I

( iv) The free functor F: r ~ Ab (~ )

F(X)=6~:=Z(X) •

( v ) . Z (X) is flat.

R.-E. HOFFMANN:

can be described as

Projective Soher Spaces

_ The Scott topology on a· poset (P , s) has as i ts open sets all upper

sets V ~ P such that whenever . sup D E V~' for a non-empty up~directed

subset 0 of (P, S) , then V n D * {i1 .' In aposet (P, s) .let x «y

1ff whenever y s sup D for a non-empty updirected subset 0 of

(P, S) , then x S d· for same - d € 0 .. For a topological space X let

x s y iff x E cl{y} . This ~ives a functor V from the category

Sob (sober spaces and continuous maps) to Paset (partially ordered

sets and isotvne maps) which has a left'adjoint. For aspace X the

following are equivalent:
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(i X 1s V-prajective, i.e. a retract in Sab qf a V-free object,

( i1) X 1s a 11 cantinuous poset 11 in i ts Scott· topology , i. e.. (I x I ,~)

is upper Dedekind complete and for every x EX,' {y € XIy «x}

1s non-empty and updirected and ha$ x -as its supremum,

(i1i)· X is sober and has an ~njective hull in !o (in the sense

of B. Banaschewski).

The proof of (i) .. (ii) heavily relies upon a program - in cate

~90rical terms - of determining the projectives with regard to a

~right adjoint functor.

P.T. JOHNSTONE:

·Recurslve Realizability and Topos Theory

1n t.h~ first partofthis talk, I descrlbed the constructlon and

some of the propertles of the "recursive realizability topos" <R
d1scovered recently by Mart1n Hyland. dK 18 not a Grothendieck tO?OS

(it has no uncountable caproducts) but ~h~~(6t) i~ equivalent to
the topos of sets. All endomorphisms ·af the natural n~er object

are recursive (even internallY)ithe Cauchy and Dedekind reals

co1ncide, and they are a subquotient of N.

The second part of the talk (repres~nting joint work of Hyland,

Andrew Pitts and the speaker) described the general canstructloneOf which ~ is a particular eX~Ple. It turns, out tlIat the necessary

structure for H~ild1ng a topos af n~-valued sets" 1s that of a

uniformly complete Heyting prealgebra ~; examples of topases

obta1nable in .this way include localic Set-topases and. their

,filterpowers, as weIl as recursian-theoretlc examples like that

above.
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G.H .. KELLY:

Syntax;and Semantics for Categories with Structure

The ordinary nation of cartesian theory (= finite-limit theory)

is tao rigid for an apprapriate treatment of categories with

structure .. Define a 2-theory to be a finitely-complete category 5r
enriched over the cartesian-closed category Gpd of groupoidsi

a model is an enriched functor ~ --+Gpd; a strict map of models

i8 an enriched natural transformation, while a lax map 15 a

pseudo-natural 'transformation .. The theory ~ of categories in this

sense 1s then glven by taking the finitely-presentable categories,

enriched over ~, as ~ oP. Then:7 is a theory ,af a category

with structure if there 1s a theory-map Q --+ ~ induc1ng a' forget

ful U: c;r -Alg ---+ Cat which reflects isomorphisms .- When U is

monadic, the operations of ari ty c €.e are gro~pold-maps

Cat(c,A)~Cat(1,A) er --+Cat(2,A), Cat(c,A) being the groupoid'
-- --- --- -- c 2
of functors and natural isornorph1sms.. Operations A --+ A or --. A-

correspond to theories further enriched over ·Cat. Results about

lax maps follow from those for strict maps by the methods of' my

1977 Oberwolfach talk. One can also define lax models, and give

conditions under which these are equivalent to the strict models.

A. ROCK:

~ In~egration in Synthetic Differential Geometry

We give an account of IIw'ell-adapted models for synthetic differential

geometryn. In particular, we study the full we~l-adapted model t
considered by Dubuc. It contains the category of manifolds (Dubuc),

hut also the category of manifolds-with-boundary (Porta. & Reyes).

Using this latter result, we can prove (joint work with Reyes)

"unique existence of primitive functions on closed intervals":

Theorem: The ring :IR in ~ satisfies the following Sentence:

Va, bElR (a~b)

3! 9 : [a,b] ----.:IR

Vf: (a,b] ~ lR

with g(a) =0 A g' =f •
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The result looks strange fram uclassicalu viewpoint in one respect:

It also applies to , say, the interval [0,0). But in our context

[0,0] contains nat only 0, but all nilpotents as weil, so is

large enough to adrnit full contralover 9 (it is etale, in fact) .

We also 90 a little in the direction of developing integration

theary on this pure axiornatic basis. But this is not category theory.

r
'-'

Homotopy Inverses for Nerve

In [n Simplicial sets from categories n i by Latc~ I Thoma.san, and

Wilsoni to appear in Math.Z.l simple conditio~sO~ nca~e~orical

simplices" are given so that, up to hornotopy, th~ only reasonable

assignment of a (semi-) simplicial ~et to a small categary i~ ~e

standard nerve embedding.· In this talk, more complicated cond'itions

on ncategorical simplices" are given so that certain .cacontinuous

functors fram simplicial sets to small categories are homotopy

inverses for the standard nerve embedding, and induce the "sur

prising D (adjoint, in certain cases) homotopy equivalence between

the categories of simplicial ~ets and· small categories. The results

outlined in this talk are stronger than the ones announced in

["Homotopy inverses for nerve"; by Fritsch and Latch, to appear

in Bulletin of AMS].

R. LAVENDHOMME:

Theories du Premier Ordre Internes a un Topos de Grothendieck

Ce travail est fait en collaboration avec T. Lucas. Pour la

facilite d'une premiere exploration, on se lirnitera aux topos

spatiaux.
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On definit les nations de langage Ioeal et de theorie loeale ainsi

que eelles de structure et de modele loeal. Un certain norobre de

resultats elassiques s'etendent facilement a ce contexte (theoreme

de la deduction, theoreme des constantes, .•• ). La description du

langage permettant d I adj'oindre syntaxiquement un faisceau de .

constantes, l'analyse de la demonstration de Henkin du theoreme

de completude devient possible. On obtient par exemple qu'une

theorie loeale sans disjonction et sans quantificateur universei

possede un modele siet seulement si elle est partout consistente.

Mais une analyse plus fine est necessaire ear i1 y ades enonces

qui ne sont pas d'es theoremes mais qui sont valides dans tout modele.

Enfin une nation generale du forcing est definie (incluant ceux

de Robinson et de Cohen) .

F.E.J. LINTON:

Characterization of Finite Cardinals

of M.-F. Coste presented here in 1975, we (= Acuna

that an object X of a topos E 1s a finite

is .decidable and K-finite and has a choice function

E dKf , the full subtopos of all decidable K-finite

(It i5 not the.same to ask X to have a choice

obj ect of :JE - . so beware!)

This result motivates extensions, to arbit~ary topoi, of results,

known for topoi with NNO, reqardi~9 finite cardinals.

S. MAC LANE:

Sketch of "a Philosophy of Mathematics

Both category theory and topos theory are coneerned with questions

about the philosophy of rnathematics. However, most of the current

........-..;..:;.                                   
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treatments of this sUbject are quite unsatisfactory, and the old

subdivision into three schools,of intuitionism, formalism, and

loqicisrn is no langer relevant. This paper will sketch a possible

different view of this subject, as follows:

Main Thesis Mathematics is th~ deductive ,analysis of the underly

ing and interlocking formal structures of the world.

Thls main ~hesis is-intended both to describe (objectively) the

4It actual character and situation of mathematics(past, present, and

future) and to answer the main philosophical questions about

mathematlcs, e.g. 'Why 15 mathematical truth absolute? and Why

does mathem~tics appl~"~o the world?

·The further discussion of this proposa~ will emphasize what i5

meant by deductive analysis (accounting 'for the rigor of mathematics)

and what i8 meant by "underlying" and by "structure of the world",

with possible sketches. of definitions of these terms. Also the

interlöcking aspects of, mathematlcs will be emphasized and exarnined."

CH. J. MULVEY: (with Prof. B. Banaschewski)

The Stone~~ech Compactification of Locales

The Stone-Ce~h compactlflcation of"any ioeale' L (that is, its

~ ref~ectlon in th~ category pf compact, completely regular locales)

.-rmay be obtained without choice by constructing the locale of com

pletely regular ideals in L. It may a1s~ be obtained by taking

the 10cale Max ~(L) of max~al ideals in the ring of bounded

continuous real functions on L, constructed by considering the

propos1tional theory of (complements of) closed prime ideals in

~(L), in which case the proof of 1ts compactness, camplete

reqularity and universal1ty i5 curious for belng almost~entirely"

syntact1c.
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A. OBTULOWICZ:

Categorical Approach to the Syntax and the Semantics

of the Type Free Lambda Calculus

New results in applications of category theory to lambda calculus,

obtained jointly by A. Wiweger and the author, are reported. By a

pre-adjunction of a functor F: ~ ---7 ~ we rnean a function

GO : Ob~ --+ Ob! together with functions \PX,A: ~ (FX ,A)~ !rex ,GOA)

lJIX,A: !(X,GOA)~A(FX,A) such that 'lJX,A is natural in X. An

algebraic theory with application and abstraction (shortly: an

aaa-theory) iso an algebraic theory T in the sens.e of F. W. Lawvere

equipped with some speci,al pre-adjunction (such that GO = idObT )

of the functor ? x 1 : 1: --+ ! . P'ilrticular cases of aaa-theories

are: ~ambda-algebrai9 theories, Church algebraic theories, and

a~gebraic theories of type A-ßn. These concepts form a categori

cal counterpart of the syntax of the lambda calculus. The models

of the lambda calculus can be identified with some- functors defined

on aaa-theories.

J.W. PELLETIER: -.

Computable Functors on the Category of Banach Spaces

When K is a full subcategory of B, the category of Banach spaces

and norm-decreasing linear transformations, the restrietion functor

U :BB _ BK has a left adjoint Lan! I the left Kan extension

along the inclusion I: K --+ B. We say that an endofunctor F

on B is K-cornputable when Lan! (UF) =Fand otherwise call

LanI(UF) the K-computable part of F. Fer computa?le functors

the theory of dual functors has many applications to classes of

operators on B~ach spaces. For example, p-integral and absolutely

p-summing operators can be described as dual functors of computabie

functors arising fram tensor norms; their properties are ~hen easily

derived by categorical means, simplifying the werk ef Grothendieck,

Perssen, Pietsch, and Saphar. An applicat10n 15 given to the charac

terization of dual spaces which are isomorphie to spaces af type

L, (lJ) •
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J. PENON:

Langages et Theories de Categöries

On decrit des langages adaptes ä l'etude des categories (toute

formule d'un tel langage est stahle par equivalence de categories) .

On montre qu'on peut realiser ces langages dans de bonnes 2-categories

comme les 2-categories' des categories fibrees sur une categorie

donnee ou des champs sur un site donne. On donne des applications

4IIf l'etude des topos et des champs.

H.-E. PORST:

An Idempotency Criterion for Dualities

A functor S: AOP~ V with a left adjoint C and unit n induces

a duality SA ~ CVop of the (reflexive) image categories 1ff the

monad induced by the given adjunction is idempotent (Isbell, Lambek

& Rattray). Using this result, we prove the following idempotency

criterion (notation as abov~):

Theorem: Assume that on V there 1s given a proper (~I!:!) -factori

zation structurei then Sand C induce a duality

SA ~ CVop such that SA 1s E-reflexive in· V iff

nv E! for all V E V .

_hiS theorem applies as weIl to the duality for limit-spaces (Binz). j

and related examples as to dualities for algebraic categories over '-,

Set (implicationally defined categories of algebras).

T. PORTER:

Total Derived Functors and Hornotopy Limits

The theory of homtopy limits and colimits has recently aroused

interest amongst category theorists. In the talk I intend to
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sketch some of the background of the subject and to suggest certain

problems of a categorical nature which need to be solved. In par

ticular the link between the theory of homotopy limits and that

of total derived functors (in the sense of verdier-Deligne et al.)

would seem to provide a possibl~ means for the calculation of

homotopy limits and other homotopy Ka~ extensions and this link

will be outlined together with so~e open pr~blems which arise

here.

G.E. REYES:

Axiornatic Smooth Analysis

The aim of this work, in collaboratien with A. Keck; is to pro

vide a synthetic, limit-free approach to analysis on C~-functions.

The starting point 1s Fermat's definition of the derivative of

a function f as the restrietion to the diagonal of the Uunique
. - " f (x) -f ( )

extension 6f of the difference quotient 6f(x,y) = Y ".. . x-y
Our first ~iom states that for any function f deflned on a

closed interval, ~f has a unlque extension 6f . Classically,

of course, this axiom is false, since there,are non differentiable

.functions (in sets). However, this axiom as weIl as others'which

imply the existence of (es~entia~ly) ~nique primitives are shown

to be true' in the Zariski topos (R = forgetful functor,.:S:: =.R Je R)

as weIl as in the smooth topos of SGA 4 (R = smooth reals,

_ S inherited from the order of extern.al reals).

J. ROSICKY:

Model Theoretic Approach to Concrete Categories

Concrete categories are, by their definition, categories of sets

endowed by an unspecifled structure. Our starting point 1s that

they can be specif1ed as categories of models of an unrestricted
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language L (i.e. with infinltary logical symbols and a class
ClO,CD

of non-logical ones of arbitrary arities). It is established by

assigning to a concrete category the suitable canonical language.

Even,. any fibre-small concrete .category ,is isomorphie to a category

Mod (T) of all models of some theory T of ~QD co Then we relate,
semantical (i.e. categorical) properties with syntaetic ones. The

pattern of these results is the Beck-Linton theorem which covers

the equat10nal case. We show that some known. types of concrete

411rategOrieS (e.gi:. topological and semi-topo~ogical) correspond to

natural kinds of universal-existential Horn theories. A suitable

solution'of the question of legitimacy of Mod(T) is involved.

R. STRE.ET:

Internally Complete, Locally Presentable Cate~ories

Internally complete categories A have the prope~ty that each of

the categories A/a is.cartesian closed~ Locally,presentable

categories have been treated in depth by Gabriel~Ulmer (Springer

Lecture Notes in,Math. 221). Categories' A which are both form

a class which.includes Grothendieck toposes; yet the category of

monamorphie functions i5 in the class but is not a topos.~ However,

there i5 a generalization of the nation of site which i5 appropriate

for this class. ~ ''''-

.e
M. TIERNEY: (work with Andre Joyal)

Open Maps

Theorem l: Six conditions on a geometrie morphism

equivalent to: 6: n ---. f.O· ,ha's a left adjoint

map 1s called open, and 15 a surjection iff 31

f:~'~r

3. Such a

1 •
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Theorem 2: Open (surjections) are stable under pb.

. !

Examples: a) Any f: r I ~ t is open if t is Boolean.

•

b) If f: X----+Y is an open continuous map,

sh(X)~ sh(Y) is open.

c) The Diaconescu cover ~ L t is an open surjection.

d) Any point p: ~~ A of a connected atomic ~opos

~ is an open surjection .

Theorem 3: An open surjection i5 a universally effective descent

morphism.

Theorem 4: If t 18 a Grothendieck topos the diagonal Ä: t ---+ Ex t
i5 localic.

Theorem 5: Any Grothendieck topos E can be presented. as continuous

Q objects for G a localic groupoid.

Theorem 6: Any connected atomic topos ~ with a point can be pre

sented as continuous G objects for G a localic graupe

w. THOLEN:

Compact and Hypercomplete Categories

A category A is called

- a SAFT-category, if ~ satisfies -the sufficient conditions of the

Special Adjoint Functor Theorem,

compact (Isbell) I if any functor U: A --. B preserving all

col~its has a right adjoint,

hypercomplete, if any diagram H in A such that, for all

A € Ob~, Nat (M, H) can be indexed by a set has a 1imi t in ~.

One then has:

(1) (SAFT)OP ~ compact • hypercomplete - (small) complete.
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(2) A semitopological functor P: ~ ---3P ~ lifts each, (co-)complete

ness, hypercompleteness, and compactness fram X to ~, but

fails to lift hypercocampleteness, cacompactness, SAFT, or

(SAFT)OP .

(3) For a cocompact category A any faithful functor U: ~ ~ !!
preserving all limLts is semitopological.

(4) If A has a. generating set and a cogenerating set, the following

nations coincide for ~: compactness, cocompactness, hyper

completeness, hypercocompleteness.

v.v. TOPENTCHAROV:

Quelques Types de n-Categaries

On definit la notion de {n}-categorie ~{n}' algebre'universelle

de la forme (C.k~,V{n})' ou k~: {~~ C-C est,une loi de com

position n-aire partielle, V{}= {u~;C~C ce, u~.ur =ur , i,j~n, i*j}n '1 0 1 S S
et pour laquelle sont verifies des axioms semblables·a celles des

categories (caracterisation.de {~} C comrne une limite dans Set,

unitarite de la structure, associativite de k~). On distingue

trois types de {n}-categories, deduites des treis types de

{n}-graph~s (C'V{n}) = [Cl{n}' a savoir les (n)-graphes,.ou

V ( ) = {u~; i * j, i, j s n}, les <n>-qraphes, ou V< = {u~ =u
J
.; j :s: n}n 1. . . . n> 1.

et les [n]-graphes, ou V[n] = {ut = ß si j < i, ur = ~ si j > i} , ß,aeetant deux retractions de Co·

Des exemples sont indiques (n-simplexes, n-spans, n-matrices,

n-relations, etc.>.. Des theoremes de plongement d'une {n}-categorie

dans les n-spans et les n-relations, de caracterisatio~ algebrique,

de recouvrement et de representation sont dementres.

Une liste de problemes ouverts de la theorie est faite.
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H. WEBERPALS:

On the Continuity of the Set-valued and Ab-valued Colimit Functor

Let C be a cocomplete (additive) category and let F: BOP --?- Set

be a functor~on a small category; composing F with the free

group functor and taking ~+ to be the free additive category

(including finite biproducts) over ~, we obtain an additive

functor F+: (!!+) °P ---iJ> Ab that "comes from F n •

We give neeessary and suffieient conditions for the functors

and resp. I

to preserve limits of same type, provided C has a "niee" sub

category fo The conditions are filtration conditions imposed

on a eategory Co#F, Co E lfo I, of generalized representable

functors. In case ~ = A-Mod Co A _(= ar~itrary ring), and

F+&B+ ~ colimit functor over ~, ~his ~eneralizes the definition

of the affinization of ~ and the result on the exactness of the

Ab;..valued col:imit functor given by J. Isbell & B. Mitchell.

Gh. WELLS:

A Krohn-Rhodes Theorem for Categories

Given functors F: f.~ Set~ I G: 0 --. Sets, the concept flG covers FII

is defined, generalizing the nation" from ~utomaton theory of one

monoid action simulating another. The key.new idea required for.

categories 15 that of a functor H: ~ ~ f lifting composition:
u f vgiven arrOW5 b -+ e ---iJl" d --+ e in C and gH = f there roust be

arrows x and y with xH =u, yH =.v and eod x dom 9 ,

eod 9 = dom y. Then the wreath product CwrGO and the funetor

FwrG : CwrGO ---+ Sets are defined and the wreath product is proved

associative up to isomorphism. The main .theorem i5: Let C be a

finite category and F: f --+ Sets a finite set-valued functor.

Then there are categories Q" ••• 1Qn and functors F i : Qi --+ Sets
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such that (1) F,wrF
2
wr ... Fn covers F, and (2) Either (a) Qi

is a group which is a supirnage of the endomorphism rnonoid of same

object of C and Fi is the right regular representation of

Qi' or (b) Qi is a finite category with no· more objects than

C has and for every arrow f of' Qi' fFi' 15 a constant function.

The proof i5 a modification of the method of holonomy groups intro

duced by S. Eilenberg .

R.J. WOOD:

Total Categorles

Follow1nq Street and Walters, a category B is said to~be total,

if 1t 15.1ocally small" and y: B~ (BOP, set) ha~ a. left adj oint,
. ._4 .........~:_

1 Theorems pr~ved by the above authors"dernon~trate that many

naturally occur~ng cocomplete categqr1es are total. To the class

of such we may now add rnany topological examples.

There 1s considerable evidence to suggest that useful classes of

total categories (e.g .. cartesian closed total categories, Grothen

dieck topoi, functor categories) can be characterized in terms of

additional properties that 1 may posess.

Grothendieck topoi, topological spaces and abelian groups'provide

examples of categories which" are both total and cototal. For any

such cat~gory therelationship between the defining' adjoints is
given by .2. ( ) ·01· r (and 'r f ) t, 01 R. ), where· ( )+ and ()

denote Iabell conjugation.

Berichterstatter: A. Möbus, H. Weberpals
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